Backpack Camera
This Backpack Camera can be worn in the customary
fashion over the shoulder with the camera thereby
facing forward. Although to the naked eye it appears
completely normal, concealed within the strap is a highquality covert camera with built-in high gain
microphone.

Product Code: 8PKC

£220.00 (exc. VAT)

£264.00 (inc. VAT)

This custom made backpack / bag camera has a quality built-in high
definition CMOS camera with sound chip. The bag used is a mediumsized black bag with both a strap and a handle and the design and an
item that is considered as unisex. A portable hidden camera secreted
within a stylish yet practical bag.

Portable Hidden
Natural Bag Use

Camera

Positioned

for

The built in covert camera is hidden in position in the pouch that forms
part of the strap. This means that when the bag camera is carried in the
normal manner and over the left shoulder, the portable hidden camera
will be pointing to the front facing the same way as the bag
wearer/carrier. This is prefect for walking into a location where video
recording needs to be captured on the move whilst the bag is still on the
shoulder of the wearer thereby looking natural and not arousing
suspicion.

Custom Built to Maintain Shape

Features
Cleverly
concealed
pinhole
portable camera in button on strap
designed for carrying over the
shoulder with the camera facing
the same way as the wearer
Bag interior packed with foam to
protect MP4 or camera being
carried within
High Definition CMOS camera
located in end panel of bag
0.2 Lux/30 IRE F2.0 – 78º (wide
angle lens)
Separate battery holder supplied
(no batteries)
A bag with hidden portable camera
ideal for Mystery Shoppers &
Private Investigation operatives

The inside of the bag is custom packed with foam to protect the portable
camera and to ensure that everything is held firmly and securely in
place. The bag is lined in such a way so as to make the bag stiff enough
to hold its shape. This ensures that the camera remains at the correct
angle/position. The viewing aspect cannot be guaranteed when it is set
down (not being worn over the shoulder).

Bag With Portable Camera Only or Full
Package Available
This unit can be used in conjunction with a digital video camera with AV
input or together with an MP4 Recorder or DVR. Should you use your

Please note that more information available online.
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